Optimize your workflow with the zipTMS® transaction management system. The comprehensive set of tools track and manage all transaction information and activities, from listing through closing.

- Manage transactions
  Plan transaction tasks in the checklist tab. Task due dates are populated from forms and can be adjusted in the checklist tab.

- Checklist templates
  Set tasks in templates with relative dates, and task due dates will automatically populate from form data.

- Notifications
  As due dates approach, or as tasks/documents become overdue, in-application notifications are displayed or emailed to the user.

- Transaction notes
  Useful for creating activity logs to record items like phone calls. Notes can be emailed, printed or saved as PDFs.

- Transaction history
  Tasks and current statuses are recorded within the transaction history. Build an extensive audit trail of the entire transaction.

For more information, visit www.ziplogix.com/ziptms

Follow @ziplogix on our Facebook and Twitter pages
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT MADE EASY WITH ZIPTMS®